






 



 

 

Hunt ID: SD-WDeerPheasant-All-ORYGREG-URYCENTARMFUNTSH-ALLYS 

BIRD AND BEAST ANYONE! That phrase has been used for years for West River Hunters. 

This allows you to hunt deer in the morning and evenings while hunting corn fed pheasants 

during the mid-day hours. You will be hunting the county that has the highest pheasant density 

in the whole state of South Dakota! 

We have deer and pheasants individually or Deer and Pheasants on the same trip. With acres and 

acres of farm and ranch land containing corn and alfalfa along with thick brush along the edges 

and in the river bottom you can’t find better habitat to hunt. We also leave rows of corn standing 

for pheasant feed next to cover to help the pheasant winter better. Any coyotes are shot on sight 

so they have gotten quite limited in our area anymore, which is what we want. 

PHEASANT HUNTING 

Our $ 800 per day pheasant hunt has been discounted down to only $495.00 per day per hunter 

plus sales tax for Uncle Sam.  Our package includes guides, dogs, (but welcome to bring your 

own), transportation to and from field, ammo, lodging, 3 meals per day, birds cleaned and 

processed for travel, shooting area and of course lots of stories at the end of the hunt!!!! 



We will be starting our 28th year and we are so excited to show you what we have to offer....we 

look so forward to hearing from you.  Any more questions be sure to ask. We’re sure you will 

enjoy what we have to offer and of course seeing plenty of ring neck pheasants. Do check out 

our face book page and watch the video and see the picture of a father and his 4 sons....that was a 

first for us here at Century Farm.  He has had 3 of the sons here for several years but last year the 

4th son was finally able to come with them...we sure had fun!  Our pheasant season is October 1 

to March 31st providing plenty of weekend and week day to hunt. 

Most pheasant hunting is with dogs, your or ours. Don’t forget your 4 legged hunting buddy we 

have kennels for his comfort in lodging. 

 

Whitetail Deer Hunting 

3 day semi-guided, rifle season you will be provided a tour of the property and fence lines also 

the locations of tree stands. In addition you will advise you of the locations on deer and travel 

corridors. Hunter is responsible for all deer cleaning and it can be taken in town for processing at 

the hunters expense if you wish.  

There is a 4 hunter maximum though hunts are successful they are very limited to keep the 

quality high for only $1395 for a Rifle buck, or, $995 for archery and any weapon or a doe 

for  $95. There are no trophy fees but there is an 8 point minimum which is easy to follow, most 

bucks you see will be 8 point or better. 

Trophy Whitetail in the wind breaks of South Dakota with over the counter archery or a drawn 

rifle license.  Life is better than good it is a warm rack between your fingers and plus 3 roosters 

in your game bag as the sun lowers in the background! 

Our rifle deer season books early but the Random South Dakota Draw requires a point to just get 

in the running and because of its random number generator system nothing is for certain until 

you have license in hand. Now when it comes to archery licenses are unlimited you just have to 

submit a request application and they will mail the archery license to you. Gregory County has 

two November rifle deer seasons if you can’t make on then the dates of the other are always 

available.  

Hunt a DIY/Semi-Guided Trophy Deer Hunt without paying the Trophy Deer hunt price or a 

trophy fee when you fill that license.  This is a DIY or trespass fee hunt into prime south Dakota 

whitetail country. It is your choice to stay in town for this 3 day hunt but with the food and 

lodging right on the ranch it is only $95 it is difficult to beat that in town. 

The DIY gets to be more of a semi-guided at DIY price, because the owner will provide you with 

a map of the property’s and all the places he sees deer every day. This is a 3 day rifle or a 4 day 

archery hunt. The price for the DIY archery Hunt is $ 995 and fir rifle $1295. If you would like 



to extend the hunt part it is only $ 195 per day, of course the meals and lodging is only $ 95 per 

extra day also. 

These services provide you with the most exclusive, private, and custom hunts available in the 

area, perfect for the ultimate retreat from the modern world and intrusions. 

These are no guarantees in the South Dakota Deer draw their or only the best odds. So it is easier 

to draw a whitetail doe, then a whitetail buck, followed by s the most difficult to draw is a Mule 

Deer buck, but with it you can shoot a mule deer or a whitetail. The question is not that you will 

draw the question is when will you draw. 

The other option is to buy the Special Buck license in South Dakota Deer for $560 that is good 

for any deer anywhere in the state and by=passes the state license draw. It will make your draw 

about 95% successful but you must put in earlier about mid-April, than the regular draw. The 

regular draw license is $286 and the application date is in late May with any buck licenses 

running about 3 points and the whitetail buck running 2 points. As always the archery licenses is 

unlimited and over the counter on the internet. Rifle Deer Application dates are the latest of any 

of the states that have an application process, it is in late June.  

 

This is a drawing area that usually requires 1 point to draw a buck during the early season and 2 

South Dakota Points to draw the rut season. There are usually leftover doe licenses.  The 

Muzzleloader is doe only and over the counter like the archery season and unlimited. Contact the 

South Dakota Game, Fish, and Parks for more deer and turkey hunting information. 

 

The archery deer season is set in May and is open to residents and nonresidents. The 

application process opens in July.  There is no deadline for submitting an application and 

licenses are sold throughout the season. Licenses must be purchased by application through 

the GFP License Office. 

The primary archery deer season traditionally runs from late September through the end of 

January. The January season is open to antlerless deer harvest only. Prior to January 1st the 

archery hunt is either sex with archery equipment. 

All first time archery deer hunters, resident or nonresident, are required to pass the National 

Bowhunter Education course. 

deer hunter we have additional acreage of corn, woodlot, tree lines and heavy cover to keep the 

bucks secure and on the property.  

  

If we don't have what you want, then check your pulse, you need more than a couple of days 

enjoying hunting in this unknown honey hole 

 

http://gfp.sd.gov/outdoor-learning/hunter-education/bowed.aspx
http://gfp.sd.gov/outdoor-learning/hunter-education/bowed.aspx


Treestands, ground blinds, or just a good a place to stand or sit to watch the draws and travel 

corridors will fill your buck tag with a good whitetail in this fantastic deer and bird habitat. Feel 

free to bring your own tree stands or ground blinds for your own use. 

 

Come with us in South Dakota where we are celebrating the good ole days, NOW, and will be 

talking about them for years in the future. 

 

* Please note if you make a reservation to hunt the deer season and don’t draw the reservation 

deposit can be added to or made into a pheasant hunt reservation or refunded.  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

DEER STATS 

Average year hunting success is:  

50% success rate on deer scoring 130 or better for archery  

80% success rate on deer for black powder ( Resident only) 

70% success rate on deer scoring 160 (whitetail deer )or better for Rifle  

 

Hunting Licenses for Small Game, Varmint, and bird (except turkey) licenses can be purchased 

from South Dakota Game Fish & Parks for pheasants when you arrive. The deer licenses are 

handled by a lottery draw system with the application due in to the South Dakota Game and Fish 

in late May. We can assist you with the application process which is similar but has some major 

difference from other states. 

Please note the county is Gregory (#30). Make sure to apply by the first drawing dates.  

Here is the key for a Resident and Non-resident to draw a South Dakota Deer license. 

By selecting “A season” the season is 11/1/11/04/ -11/15/30.  

 If you select the “B “season the season is 11/15 to 11/30.  

 

Special Buck Rifle applications ($ 605) are available in March and the deadline for the first drawing is April 20 th. 

 

Regular Buck Rifle applications ($ 335) are available in June and the deadline is July 20th.2012 

Special Buck Rifle applications ($ 535) are available in June and the deadline is July 20th.2012 

 

 

Muzzleloader is over the counter. If you are a resident it is a either sex tag and if you are a non-resident it is a doe 

only tag. Archery is either sex for both resident and non-resident. 

 

Below is the rifle drawing statics. The complexity comes in the multiple combinations. They are 

(1) Resident or Non-resident 

(2) Season A or season B 

(3) Any type deer or Whitetail type deer. 

(4) The other factor is with point(s) or not 

 

The last category is in some cases, usually resident only you will be able to put in for a point with your first choice 

and a whitetail as your second choice. In doing so you are able to get a license for a whitetail buck a point for next 

year all at the same time. 

 

 

https://secure.state.sd.us/applications/gf82/Default.htm


License code for applications below: 

WRD-30A-Gregory County 

WRD-30A 08: Valid for one Any Deer and one Any Antlerless Deer 

WRD-30A 16: Valid for one Any Whitetail Deer and TWO Antlerless Whitetail 
 

WRD-30B-Gregory County 

WRD-30B 08: Valid for one Any Deer and one Any Antlerless Deer 

WRD-30B 16: Valid for one Any Whitetail Deer and TWO Antlerless Whitetail 
 

WRD-30A-B-Gregory County Doe only licenses 

WRD-30A 07: Valid for one and THREE Antlerless Whitetail 

WRD-30B 07: Valid for one and THREE Antlerless Whitetail 
 

 

South Dakota Resident with no points 

 

                    ( Licenses avail/ License left after the Draw)__________________________  

Any Buck-First Apply for 30A/06 split season       50% chance of drawing     239  /  163 

Whitetail Buck Apply for 30A/16 season              100% chance of drawing     148  /  148 

================================================================= 

Resident With a point: 

 

Any Buck- Apply for 30B/06 split season             100% chance of drawing     ???  /   ??? 1pt 

Whitetail Buck Apply for 30B/16 Split season     100% chance of drawing     ???  /   ???0pt 

 

================================================================= 

================================================================= 

Non-resident with no points  

  

Any Buck-First Apply for 30A/06 split season       50% chance of drawing     ???  /   ???  1pt 

Whitetail Buck Apply for 30A/16 season              100% chance of drawing     ???  /   ???  0pt 

 

 

Non-resident with no point 

Any Buck-First Apply for 30B/06 split season       50% chance of drawing   ???  /   ??? 1pt 

Whitetail Buck Apply for 30B/16 season              100% chance of drawing   ???  /   ??? 0 pt 

 

 

A Resident can draw a whitetail buck as a second choice and collect a point while doing so 30 A or B 16 

In this way you can hunt this year and have a point to draw a mule deer next year. 

 

A Non-Resident can draw a whitetail buck as a second choice and collect a point while doing so 30 A or B 16 

Keep in mind if you resubmit for the 3rd drawing you may be succ4essful because some resident licenses are put in 

the non-resident bucket. There are a total of 5 drawings but the 1st and followed by the 4rd are the best ones to apply 

for. 

Archery Deer Season Dates: 
Archery Deer - Sept. 24 - Dec. 31,  
Archery Antlerless Deer - Sept. 24, - Jan. 15,  
Rifle Deer Season Dates 
“A season” the season is 11/1/11/04/ -11/15/30.  

“B “season the season is 11/15 to 11/30.  

 



South Dakota Game Fish and Parks 

523 East Capitol Avenue 

Pierre, SD 57501  
Phone: 605.223.7660 

 

If you are looking for a good time with friends and an experience to remember come with us! 

You have never made a better decision. 

 

Mike Lollar - Owner  

Web = http://www.SportsmansLogistics.com 

eMail = GetBetter@SportsmansLogistics.com 

15596 W. County Rd. 18E 

Loveland, CO 80537 

970-593-0267 

We accept 

  Or ask us about our “Hunt Now, Pay Later Program” valid 

for all hunters booking our hunts you just need credit approval. We realize 

the hunt of your dreams will not be a reality because you will never be in 
better physical condition than you are today. Instead of planning the hunt 
when you can afford it, hunt now while you are physically able. This 

program is a must for a hunter filling his bucket list!  

 

 

http://www.sportsmanslogistics.com/

